
At-Large WT- B
Rec 3:  Remove any obstacles in ALS -RALO-ALAC structure
Rec 4:  ALS education and engagement
Rec 7: ALAC should choose its own communication/collaboration tools
Rec 9: ICANN should strengthen its translation/interpretation tools

Co-chairs:  Annalisa Roger, Fouad Bajwa



WT-B partial list 
of Proposals to ALAC

‐ Education and Outreach –multiple mechanisms

‐ Diplo Foundation and EUROSSIG style workshops and Learning

‐ Suggest ICANN Orientation Course and Prototype

ICANN support (Adobe Room +) to ALAC – then to RALO’s

‐Web 2.0 integration e.g, Posterous & Twitter on Confluence‐
Podcasts and Continued development of Introductory

Guides

‐ ALS Confluence Pages for all ALS’s

‐ Regional Showcases at ICANN

‐Meeting Support

‐Volunteer Permanent Technology Review Group “ALAC‐TRG”

‐ALS Incubation Idea for individual members – NARALO Model

‐Mobile device compatibility

‐ New Language Translation Policy Implementation per ICANN
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REC 3: The ALS‐RALO‐ALAC 
structure of At‐Large should 
remain in place for the 
present.

REC 4: Educating and engaging 
the ALSes should be an 
immediate priority; 

REC 7: ALAC should choose the 
communication and 
collaborative tools.

REC 9: ICANN should 
strengthen its translation and 
interpretation processes.



REC 3: The ALS-RALO-ALAC structure of At-Large should 
remain in place for the present.

3.1 – completed
3.1.1 – completed
3.1.2 – completed
3.1.3 – ongoing
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3.1.3 - Next step is to create and distribute 
a brief orientation/instruction package to 
the communication and collaboration tools 
that WT B is suggesting the ALSes begin 
using.

3.1 -The WT recommends the ALAC 
ensure the amount of At-Large information 
already available is organized properly.

3.1.1 and 3.1.2 - WT recommends the ALAC 
introduce and train the ALSs in the use of various 
tools dissemination of info and 
communication/collaboration also promote The At-
Large Calendar.

Overall status: Almost complete.



REC 4: Educating and engaging the ALSes should be an immediate 
priority; compliance should be a longer-term goal.
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4.1 Education
4.3 Outreach 
and recruitment

Main Proposals
•Proposal: Training program modeled with ideas from 
Diplo Foundation and  Fellowship to coincide with 
each ICANN meeting.  To start in fiscal year 2012 
(because it requires funding not allocated in 2011)
•Proposal:  Outreach to ALSs via  their own 
confluence pages for two way communication with 
ICANN.
•Proposal:  Adobe Connect – outreach to ALSs via 
support thru use of Adobe Connect Rooms for their 
meetings.



REC 7: ALAC should choose the communication and collaborative 
tools to best meet its needs, considering budgetary constraints and 
technologies already used throughout ICANN.

Main Proposals:

Confluence pages
Adobe Connect Rooms

Posterous for message syndication

Twitter Twibes (for categories of Tweets)

Others to come

7.1 Completed.
7.2 Proposed TRG
7.2.1 TRG
7.2.2 TRG
7.2.3 TRG + IT Staff 
7.2.4 Implement 
7.2.3 plan
7.3 TRG + IT 
Completed.
7.3.1 TRG + IT
7.3.2 TRG
7.3.3 TRG + IT
7.3.4 Implement 7.3.3 
7.4 TRG + IT
7.4.1 Implement 7.4 
7.5 Complete
7.6 Complete
7.6.1 Complete
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REC 9: ICANN should strengthen its translation and interpretation 
processes.

New language services policy that’s been 
under wraps until this week.  We haven’t seen 
it yet.  It will be announced  this week.  ALAC 
will be briefed – it’s on your agenda.  

WT-B will review it to see if it satisfies Rec 9.

In addition other new translation tools will be 
rolled out soon by ICANN and we will 
investigate those too.

It will be suggested to RALO’s the opportunity 
to explore making recommendations 
according to their regional needs.

9.1 Interim 
measures (near term)
9.1.1 TRG + IT
9.2 TBD ICANN TP
9.2.1 ICANN TP
9.3 WT-B + ICANN 
TP
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Thank You



Questions
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